11 November 2020
Mr Iain Gulland
Chief Executive, ZWS
By e-mail only

Dear Iain

THE CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS OF BURNING MUNICIPAL WASTE IN SCOTLAND
We had been cautiously optimistic following a series of recent meetings with yourself and ZWS
staff that SESA’s suggested technical changes to the ZWS EfW climate change report had been
broadly accepted and that a correction was under consideration.
It was therefore deeply disappointing that ZWS, in presenting its report at a Scottish
Environment LINK webinar yesterday, chose to further reiterate the headline findings of its
report, and on this occasion in the full knowledge that key aspects of the report will need
correcting. These findings were communicated to a large audience, including an MSP.
As per our technical report (submitted to ZWS on 8 October 2020), to suggest that the carbon
differential of EfW over landfill is a mere 15% is entirely misleading, as the report overstates
the carbon benefits of landfill disposal (by assuming 100% of landfill gas is used for the
generation of electricity). With this figure corrected (to reflect that the efficiency of landfill gas
engines is around 36%) the dynamics of the entire report are changed.
I cannot emphasise enough the damage that this report, in its current uncorrected format, is
having on the waste management in Scotland and may I suggest that ZWS refrains from further
publicising this report until it is reviewed and corrected. Given the nature of the audience at
yesterday’s Scottish Environment LINK event our previous calls that ZWS issue an interim
position pending publication of the corrected report takes on even greater significance and
urgency.
As before, please get in touch with Stephen Freeland for any further information that might be
useful at this stage (020 7591 3218, s-freeland@esauk.org).
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Yours sincerely,

Jacob Hayler
CC:
Roseanna Cunningham, Cabinet Secretary for Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform
Janet McVea, Scottish Government

